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SUMMARY

Earth Has No Sorrow, That Heaven Can’t Heal.

Four chapters into the book he purchased on a whim only hours before, Sean Bradley stops reading mid-sentence, already

aware of how the story ends. Word for word, it describes his life in a nutshell, and the details are hauntingly

accurate. Never having met author Evily Landy, the Hollywood star is angry she is profiting from his tragic

past. Determined to find out who her sources were, prepared to ruin the woman’s career, Sean gathers clues from social

media and finds her vacationing on the East Coast.

For the first time in years, traveling without an entourage or security, he lands in Boston, feeling out of his element. After a

restless night’s sleep, he plans to deal with the author before she leaves her hotel for the day. Waiting patiently in the lobby

for over an hour, the woman finally steps off the elevator with two teenage children. Not deviating from his approach,

knowing it is now or never, Sean loudly blurts out the writer’s name to get her attention. The confrontation takes a surprising

turn when their eyes meet. Without warning, his anger magically fades while sparks fly.

Dumbfounded to learn Evily Landy is expecting him, the mother of two stays on task. Throwing the famous actor into their

hectic schedule, she promises to answer his questions throughout the day. Leery, Sean reluctantly agrees, not knowing if

he can trust her. But when she divulges the source for her story is not one but two spiritual orbs and shares the names of

the souls attached to each of them, his heart softens.

Over the next several days, Evily intuitively gifts the grieving man a profound supernatural experience that ignites his faith

and sends his life in a new direction. Torn between the past and the present, he cannot ignore the strong connection he’s

developed with the family of three. In the end, Sean Bradley discovers that meeting Evily Landy was not the only thing the

orbs orchestrated from beyond the grave. He, too, was a heavenly miracle sent to save a family in peril.



“The Sean Bradley 
character is the perfect 

man. Dreamy!” 

Lyla R.

“If you don’t believe in 
spiritual orbs, you will 

after reading this book.”

Debbie. L

“For all the Hockey Moms out 
there!  This is a great book to read 
while you are waiting at the rink!  
Every Hockey Mom will relate to 

the character Evily Landy.” 

Christine. M



_________

WHAT 
PEOPLE ARE 

SAYING?
_________

“An emotional read.  
It makes you ponder life. We 

all have an expiry date…” 

Lisa.R.

“I wonder if the heavenly messages 
were truly meant for someone. The 

orb readings described are very 
specific like they were passed along 

for a reason.”  

Melody.G.
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E.A. STARK
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Intentionally leading a quiet life, E.A.Stark prefers to spend most of her days

writing when she is not juggling the lives of her three older children and their

little Italian Greyhound. Weaving memories of years past into her stories, she

offers readers a glimpse into a unique world of experiences.

In the past eleven years, E.A.Stark has written many stories and now finds

herself ready to share them.

The first book released was ESCAPING WHITSUNDAY. It is an Action /

Adventure/ Romance filled with travel and a mix of emotions. It was published

on December 15, 2021.

In September 2022, watch for her new Spiritual/Supernatural/Romance release,

THE ORB’S GIFT FROM HEAVEN.

EA STARK @E.A.Stark @AuthorEAStark EAStark.author@gmail.com

To learn more about author E.A. Stark, please visit 
her website at www.EAStarkBooks.com. 

http://www.eastarkbooks.com/
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Four chapters into the book he purchased on a whim only hours before, Sean Bradley stops reading mid-sentence,

already aware of how the story ends. Word for word, it describes his life in a nutshell, and the details are hauntingly

accurate. Never having met author Evily Landy, the Hollywood star is angry she is profiting from his tragic

past. Determined to find out who her sources were, prepared to ruin the woman’s career, Sean gathers clues from social

media and finds her vacationing on the East Coast.

For the first time in years, traveling without an entourage or security, he lands in Boston, feeling out of his element. After a

restless night’s sleep, he plans to deal with the author before she leaves her hotel for the day. Waiting patiently in the

lobby for over an hour, the woman finally steps off the elevator with two teenage children. Not deviating from his

approach, knowing it is now or never, Sean loudly blurts out the writer’s name to get her attention. The confrontation

takes a surprising turn when their eyes meet. Without warning, his anger magically fades while sparks fly.

Dumbfounded to learn Evily Landy is expecting him, the mother of two stays on task. Throwing the famous actor into their

hectic schedule, she promises to answer his questions throughout the day. Leery, Sean reluctantly agrees, not knowing if

he can trust her. But when she divulges the source for her story is not one but two spiritual orbs and shares the names of

the souls attached to each of them, his heart softens.

Over the next several days, Evily intuitively gifts the grieving man a profound supernatural experience that ignites his faith

and sends his life in a new direction. Torn between the past and the present, he cannot ignore the strong connection he’s

developed with the family of three. In the end, Sean Bradley discovers that meeting Evily Landy was not the only thing the

orbs orchestrated from beyond the grave. He, too, was a heavenly miracle sent to save a family in peril.

Earth Has No Sorrow, That Heaven Can’t Heal.


